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Abstract
We revisit several aspects of neutrino evolution in the Sun, mo-
tivated by our recent study of the so-called quasi-vacuum oscillation
region. We point out that the traditional resonance condition can be
used to describe the region in the Sun where the neutrino “jumps”
between matter mass eigenstates only in the limit of small neutrino
mixing angles θ  1. A modified condition is presented, which cor-
rectly gives the center of the “jumping” region for all values of θ,
including θ > pi/4. An adiabaticity condition valid for all values of θ
is also given. The physical origin of the matter effects in the quasi-
vacuum oscillation regime is studied in detail. We present the results
of numerical computations of the jumping probability Pc in a wide
range of ∆m2, interpolating between the vacuum oscillation region
and the region where the standard exponential approximation is good,
and present an empirical parametrization of these results in terms of
elementary functions. Finally, it is shown how the known analytical
results for the exponential, 1/x, and linear matter distributions can be
directly obtained from the formula for the hyperbolic tangent profile.
An explicit formula for the jumping probability for the distribution
Ne / (coth(x/l) 1) is obtained.
New address from Sept. 1, 2000.
1 Introduction
The solar neutrino problem (SNP) is a discrepancy between the measured
values of the solar neutrino flux at dierent energies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and the
corresponding predictions of the Standard Solar Model (SSM) [6]. Not only
is the observed flux suppressed, compared to the SSM predictions, but, if the
data from the Homestake experiment are correct, the degree of suppression
varies with energy. The leading explanation of this phenomenon is that
neutrinos have small masses and the mass and flavor bases in the lepton
sector are not aligned, just like in the quark sector. The resulting neutrino
oscillations convert some of the solar electron neutrinos into another neutrino
species.
Neutrino oscillation solutions to the SNP have traditionally been divided
into the so-called Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) solutions [7, 8, 9]
and the vacuum oscillation (VO) solutions, according to the physical mecha-
nism responsible for the neutrino flavor conversion in each case. In the MSW
case the conversion is caused by neutrino interactions with the solar (and
Earth’s) matter, while in the VO case it is due to long-wavelength neutrino
oscillations in vacuum between the Sun and the Earth. Over time, it has
become a tradition to treat the two cases completely separately, showing re-
sults in separate plots (see, for example, [10, 11]) and using dierent input
formulas and dierent codes.
Justifying such a complete separation, however, requires a careful analy-
sis of the magnitude of the solar matter eects and the degree of decoherence
of vacuum oscillations. The separation assumption has been recently reex-
amined by the author [12] and it has been found that matter eects for the
vacuum oscillation solutions with m2 > 5  10−10 eV2 are nonnegligible.
This conclusion has been subsequently veried by other authors [13, 14, 15],
and the term quasi-vacuum oscillations (QVO) has been coined to refer to
the region where both eects influence the neutrino survival probability [13].
When the QVO solutions were rst introduced, the most preferred part
of the VO solutions was in the region m2 < 10−10 eV2. Since that time,
however, situation has changed rather remarkably. The Super-Kamiokande
spectrum data now disfavors a large fraction of the vacuum oscillation region,
roughly m2 < 4  10−10 eV2 [16, 15]. The remaining portion of the VO
solution is precisely where the solar matter eects aect the low energy pp
flux in the gallium experiments, i.e., the QVO solutions.
Prior to [12], the VO solutions had always been studied in the range of the
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neutrino mixing angle 0    =4 for a xed sign of m2. When matter
eects are included, however, this only covers a half of the full parameter
space. To cover the full space, one can either (i) keep  in the range 0   
=4 and consider both signs of m2, or (ii) x the sign of m2 and vary 
from 0 to =2. We advocate the second option as a better physical choice,
because it makes manifest the continuity of physics around the maximal
mixing [17, 18].
The parametrization 0 <  < =2 requires one to reexamine the choice of
a variable for the plots, because the traditional variable sin2 2 is not suitable
for the purpose [17]. While  or sin2  would both be adequate choices for
plotting only the QVO region, they do not allow one to take a global view of
the neutrino parameter space and show all solutions, including the SMA and
(quasi)vacuum oscillation solutions, on the same plot [18]. A particularly
convenient choice turns out to be tan2  on the logarithmic scale, rst used
in [19] to describe 3-family MSW oscillations. In addition to covering the
range 0 <  < =2, it also does not introduce any unphysical singularity
around  = =4 (unlike the traditional sin2 2, see [17]) and makes it easy to
see where in the vacuum oscillation region the evolution in the Sun becomes
completely nonadiabatic (points  and =2 −  become equivalent, so that
solutions become symmetric with respect to the  = =4 line).
In this paper we address a series of theoretical questions that arise in the
analysis of matter eects for   =4. Two such questions one has to face
immediately when studying the QVO region are:
 What physical criteria are to be used in deciding whether the neutrino
evolution is extremely nonadiabatic or whether matter eects modify
the survival probability?
 At what radius in the Sun does the nonadiabatic \jumping" between
the eigenstates of the instantaneous Hamiltonian take place?
The traditional wisdom is that one should analyze the density prole around
the so-called resonance or level{crossing point, i.e., the point where the sep-
aration between the eigenvalues of the instantaneous Hamiltonian is minimal
and the local value of the mixing angle is m = =4 (see, e.g., [20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26]). This, however, clearly needs to be modied for large mixing
angles. In particular, for  > =4 the resonance, dened in this way, simply
does not exist. We will address these questions in Section 2. We will also
consider a more detailed question:
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 What part of the solar electron density prole is mainly responsible for
the matter eects in QVO?
Answering this question is essential for properly interpreting the results of
numerical computations in the QVO region.
In Section 3 we present the results of numerical calculations of the neu-
trino jumping probability Pc in a wide range of m
2 and tan2 , from the
VO region to the region where the traditional exponential density approxi-
mation becomes valid. We also give a simple empirical prescription on how
to compute the matter eects in this range of the parameters in terms of
only elementary functions. Such an empirical parametrization of numerical
results can be helpful if one would like to be able to quickly estimate the
value of Pc anywhere in the range in question without having to solve the
dierential equation each time.
Finally, in Section 4 we comment on the four known exact analytical solu-
tions for the neutrino jumping probability Pc. In addition to the exponential
distribution, explicit solutions have been given in the literature for the linear,
1=r, and hyperbolic tangent matter density proles. One may wonder if these
proles have some features in common that make nding exact solutions pos-
sible. We point out that these results are not independent and that, given
the formula for the hyperbolic tangent prole, one can very simply obtain
the other three results. As an added benet, we obtain an exact expression
for the density distribution Ne / (coth(x=l) 1).
2 Physical aspects of the nonadiabatic neu-
trino evolution
2.1 Review of the oscillation formalism
For completeness, we begin by summarizing the well-known basic formalism
for neutrino oscillations in matter. In the simplest case, when the mixing is
between e and another active neutrino species, the evolution of the neutrino
state is determined by four parameters: the mass-squared splitting between
the neutrino mass eigenstates m2  m22−m21, the neutrino mixing angle ,
the neutrino energy E , and the electron number density Ne of the medium.
One has to solve the Schro¨dinger equation id=dt = H with the Hamiltonian
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H given by [7]
H = const +
(
A− cos 2  sin 2
 sin 2  cos 2 −A
)
: (2.1)
Here   m2=(4E), A 
p
2GFNe=2,  = (e; )
T is the state vector
made up of the electron neutrino and the muon neutrino. The constant in
the Hamiltonian is irrelevant for the study of oscillations and will be omitted
from now on. The time variable t may be replaced by the distance traveled
x, since the solar neutrinos are ultrarelativistic.
For a constant electron number density Ne the Hamiltonian can be triv-
ially diagonalized, H 0 = V HV y = diag(−m;+m). The quantity m is
given by a square root of the negative determinant of Eq. (2.1),
m =
√
(A− cos 2)2 + ( sin 2)2 =
p
A2 − 2A cos 2 + 2: (2.2)
In terms of m, the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be rewritten as
H =
( −m cos 2m m sin 2m
m sin 2m m cos 2m
)
; (2.3)
where m is the mixing angle in matter. The rotation matrix V is given by
V =
(
cos m − sin m
sin m cos m
)
: (2.4)
The parameters m and m are related to the original parameters in the
Hamiltonian (2.1) as follows
m sin 2m =  sin 2; (2.5)
m cos 2m =  cos 2 − A; (2.6)
tan 2m =
 sin 2
 cos 2 − A: (2.7)
We will always label the light mass eigenstate as 1 and the heavy one as
2. Since one can redene the phases of e; and 1;2, it is easy to see that
in this convention the physical range of the mixing angle is 0    =2
[18, 17].
In reality, φµ here denotes a linear combination of φµ and φτ in which φe oscillates.
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The time evolution of the mass eigenstates is particularly simple. Each
of the two mass eigenstates evolves only by a phase, i.e., for Ne(x) = const
we have j1(t)i = j1(0)i exp(imt), j2(t)i = j2(0)i exp(−imt). If at time
t = 0 the state is a linear combination of aj1(0)i+j2(0)i, the absolute values
of the coecients a and b do not change with time, i.e., the probability of
the neutrino \jumping" from one Hamiltonian eigenstate to another is zero.
This remains true when the density of electrons varies very slowly, so that
the eigenstates of the instantaneous Hamiltonian change slowly along the
neutrino trajectory. Such a case is referred to as the adiabatic evolution. In
the following we will refer to the eigenstates of the instantaneous Hamiltonian
as the matter mass eigenstates.
At the same time it is obvious that if the density of electrons changes suf-
ciently quickly the jumping probability Pc between the matter mass eigen-
states will be nonzero. In the extreme case when the density changes abruptly
from one value to another, the flavor state does not have any time to evolve,
while the mass basis in matter instantaneously rotates. It is easy to see that
the jumping probability in this situation is given by
PNAc = sin
2(before − after): (2.8)
In general, for a monotonically varying density Pc lies between 0 and P
NA
c .
In this paper we are primarily concerned with physics aecting the jump-
ing probability for solar neutrinos. The electron number density inside
the Sun, Ne, falls o as a function of the distance from the center r, as
shown in Fig. 1 [6]. In the range 0:15R < r < 0:65R the prole can
be approximated very well by an exponential Ne(r) / exp(−r=r0), with
r0 = R=10:54 = 6:60  104 km (shown by a straight line in the Figure).
However, in the outer layers of the Sun (and also in the core) the prole
deviates signicantly from the exponential.
Although in the case of a varying density the Hamiltonian in general
cannot be diagonalized, in order to study the jumping probability between
the matter mass eigenstates it is still convenient to use the basis these states













Figure 1: The electron number density prole of the Sun according to the
BP2000 standard solar model.





























We will nd it helpful to choose m instead of x as an independent vari-



































 sin(2m − 2)
sin 2m
; (2.14)
which follow directly from Eqs. (2.5-2.7). For instance, for the idealized expo-




= − 2r0 sin
2 2
sin2 2m sin(2m − 2) : (2.15)
The angle m varies from its value at the production point  to its
vacuum value . For the innite exponential prole we have  ! =2.
Notice that the quantity m= _m in Eq. (2.15) is singular when m approaches
either of its limiting values, as should be expected.
The shape of the function jm= _mj for  = =4 and  = 10−9 eV2/MeV
for the idealized exponential prole is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the solid curve.
The value of r0 was chosen to be R=10:54 (according to the slope of the best
t line in Fig. 1). The dashed curve in the Figure shows the same quantity
for the realistic BP2000 solar prole. It is important to keep in mind that
the two curves change qualitatively dierently as one changes . While the
exponential curve just scales by an overall factor, the BP2000 curve also
changes its shape, approaching the shape of the (rescaled) solid curve for
suciently large values of .
Eq. (2.11) is a convenient starting point for our analysis. If for almost
the entire interval between  and  the condition jm= _mjj 1j  j 2j is
satised, the diagonal terms can be neglected and

























Figure 2: The quantity jm= _mj as a function of m for the exponential
prole A(x) / exp(−x=r0) (solid line) and BP2000 solar prole (dashed line)
for  = =4,  = 10−9 eV2/MeV.
=
(
cos( − ) − sin( − )
sin( − ) cos( − )
)
 (); (2.16)
so the jumping probability is given by Eq. (2.8), as expected. In the opposite
limit jm= _mjj 1j  j 2j the o-diagonal terms can be neglected, giving us
the adiabatic case. Before discussing the adiabaticity conditions any further,
however, we would like to establish at what radius in the Sun the jumping
between the matter mass eigenstates states takes place.
2.2 Modification of the notion of resonance for large .
Conventional wisdom dictates that the adiabaticity condition is violated max-
imally at the resonance point
A =  cos 2; (2.17)
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where the separation between the energy levels is minimal and m = =4.
This assertion can be found in the original works [21, 22, 20, 27], as well as in
numerous subsequent reviews on the subject, e.g. [24, 25, 26]. However, in
all these papers it is assumed either explicitly or implicitly that the vacuum
mixing angle  is small. It is easy to see that for a large value of the mixing
angle the use of the condition in Eq. (2.17) leads to a contradiction.
For small , Eq. (2.17) is satised in a layer in the Sun where the density
is A(x) ’ . As the value of  increases, Eq. (2.17) predicts that the
resonance occurs at lower and lower electron density until, as  approaches
=4, it moves o to innity. It is not obvious how to interpret this result,
as it is physically clear that no level jumping can occur at innity where
neutrinos undergo ordinary vacuum oscillations. The problem is even more
manifest when  > =4, in which case the resonance simply never occurs. At
the same time we know that in the extreme nonadiabatic regime the level
jumping probability is nonzero for any value of  and varies smoothly around
 = =4: Pc = sin
2(=2− ) = cos2 .
The resolution to this apparent paradox is very simple. As Eq. (2.11)
suggests, adiabaticity is maximally violated at the minimum of jm= _mj
([20, 27]). It is easy to see, however, that the minimum of jm= _mj in general
does not reduce to the condition of Eq. (2.17). This can be explicitly seen on
the example of the innite exponential density distribution. Dierentiating
Eq. (2.15), one nds that the minimum occurs when





8 + cos2 2
4
: (2.19)
Unlike Eq. (2.17), Eq. (2.19) states there is a nonadiabatic part of the
neutrino trajectory for all physical values of , including   =4. While both
equations for small  predict that jumping between the local mass eigenstates
will occur around A = , Eq. (2.19) states that for maximal mixing it will
occur around A = =
p
2, not at innity, and for  ! =2 Eq. (2.19) gives
A! =2, all physically reasonable results.
To understand this behavior in some detail, notice that _m has a maxi-
mum at
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Figure 3: Neutrino state evolution in the case of the innite exponential
density prole for m2=E = 10
−9 eV2/MeV. The plot shows the probability
of nding the neutrino in the heavy matter mass eigenstate 2 as a function
of position x, for four dierent values of the vacuum mixing angle. The
points of the maximal violation of adiabaticity, as predicted by Eq. (2.19),
are marked.
which corresponds to A = , but, because m decreases with x, the min-
imum of m= _m occurs at somewhat smaller A. Condition (2.20) can be
viewed as the point where the flavor composition of the neutrino states
changes the fastest. Thus, for large  Eq. (2.17) not only does not de-
scribe the point of the maximal violation of adiabaticity, but also does not
specify the point where the flavor conversion occurs at the maximal rate.
Note also that Eqs. (2.17) and (2.19) have dierent Taylor series expan-
sion around  = 0,
A ’ (1− 22=3) for Eq. (2.19);
A ’ (1− 22) for Eq. (2.17):
Thus, Eq. (2.17) fails to predict how the point of maximal nonadiabaticity
shifts as a function of  even at small .
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the probability of
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nding the neutrino in the heavy mass state 2 as a function of the distance
x. The parameters of the exponential were taken from the t line in Fig. 1
and m2=E = 10
−9 eV2/MeV. Three large values of the mixing angle ( =
=6; =4; and =3) and one small value ( = =60) were chosen. The dashed
lines and dots mark the points where adiabaticity is maximally violated, as
predicted by Eq. (2.19). One can see that the partial jumping into the light
mass eigenstate in all four cases indeed occurs around the marked points.
The belief that jumping between the matter mass eigenstates occurs at the
resonance for all angles might have been one of the reasons for the tradition
to treat separately the cases of  < =4 and  > =4, obscuring the fact
that physics is completely continuous across the maximal mixing. Over the
years, it has caused some unfortunate confusions, as exemplied by the flawed
criticism of the results of [12] in [28]. It was probably the principal reason
why the correct expression for the electron neutrino survival probability in
the  > =4 part of the QVO region was not given until recently [17, 12] (c.f.
Eq. (6) in [19] where, in the context of 3{family MSW oscillations, the full
range 0    =2 was rst correctly considered).
One important application of Eq. (2.19) is the determination of the phase
of vacuum oscillations on the Earth [29, 30]. It has been known since [7] that
neutrinos with low  practically do not oscillate in the solar core, where
A  . If jumping between matter mass eigenstates indeed occurs at the
resonance (2.17), one would expect that in the canonical vacuum oscillation
formula








the residual phase res is minimized when the distance L is measured from the
resonance. Ref. [29] indeed begins with this assumption, but after discussing
the resulting formulas notes that the residual phase is much smaller if L
is instead measured from the layer where A = , not A =  cos 2. It is
unfortunate that this important observation has not received proper attention
and was not further developed in the subsequent literature. Eq. (2.19) shows
that this result is not just a mathematical coincidence, but has a simple
physical explanation.
Finally, it is important to discuss at what density jumping between the
mass eigenstates occurs in the case of the realistic solar prole. Qualitatively,
it is not dicult to anticipate the changes to Eq. (2.19) in this case.
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 For suciently large , the jumping happens entirely within the expo-
nential part of the prole, so that Eq. (2.19) directly applies.
 For small , the nonadiabatic region lies close to the surface of the
Sun where the prole falls o rather rapidly. While for small  the
minimum of m= _m should still, of course, occur at A = , for large
angles it is shifted to values of A somewhat lower than those predicted
by Eq. (2.19).
 For  in the intermediate range, the jumping occurs in the part of
the prole where the density falls o somewhat slower than in the
exponential part. There the value of the ratio A= at large  should
increase compared to Eq. (2.19).
These qualitative expectations are supported by the results of numerical
calculations presented in Fig. 4, where the ratio A= at the point of minimal
m= _m is plotted as function of . The three curves shown correspond to the
values of  in the three dierent regimes:  = 2 10−6 eV2/MeV (curve 1),
 = 7 10−7 eV2/MeV (curve 2), and  = 1 10−8 eV2/MeV (curve 3).
2.3 Adiabaticity condition for large .
Our next goal is to formulate the criterion for the brakedown of adiabaticity
that can be applied to all, and not just small, values of . As previously
mentioned, the evolution is nonadiabatic if jm= _mjj 1j  j 2j. Recalling
that in the nonadiabatic case j 1j ’ cos m, j 2j ’ sin m, we can write the
nonadiabaticity condition as
jm= _mjmin  tan minm : (2.22)
Eq. (2.22) is to be compared with the commonly cited condition [20]
jm= _mjmin  1: (2.23)
The two clearly agree in the limit of small . For  > =4, however, the two
conditions are dierent and Eq. (2.22) is the correct one.
This can be demonstrated on the example of the exponential prole. In
this case an exact analytical solution is known [31, 32]:
Pc =
eγ cos
2  − 1
eγ − 1 : (2.24)
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Figure 4: The value of the ratio A(x)= at the minimum of m= _m computed
for the realistic solar density prole (BP2000). The curves correspond to
 = 2  10−6 eV2/MeV (curve 1),  = 7  10−7 eV2/MeV (curve 2), and
 = 1 10−8 eV2/MeV (curve 3).
Eq. (2.24) has two regimes. For small mixing angles, the formula reduces
to Pc = exp(−γ sin2 ), and so the evolution is nonadiabatic when γ2 =
4r0
2  1. By contract, for large mixing angles the situation is dierent.
For  > =4 and γ  1 the numerator is always much smaller than the
denominator. The transition between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes
occurs when γ  1, with a weak dependence on .
Let us see if Eq. (2.22) correctly captures this behavior. For simplica-
tion, we will take minm  =4 + =2 (corresponding to the maximum of _m,
Eq. (2.20)). Eq. (2.22) in this case becomes
8r0
sin  tan 
tan (=4 + =2)
 1: (2.25)
Fig. 5 shows the contour of 8r0 sin  tan = tan (=4 + =2) = 0:5 computed
13













Figure 5: The boundary between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regions in
the case of the exponential prole according to Eq. (2.22) (solid curve) and
Eq. (2.23) (dash-dotted curve). The dashed curves show the contours of
constant Pc. For large angles Eq. (2.22) provides a better description of the
boundary.
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for r0 = R=10:54 (solid line). For comparison, the dash-dotted curve shows
the corresponding prediction of Eq. (2.23). The dashed curves are the con-
tours of constant Pc computed using Eq. (2.24). It is clear from the Figure
that the description of Eq. (2.22) is correct not only for small , but also for
 > =4. The transition from adiabaticity to nonadiabaticity for  > =4
occurs for m2=E  10−9 eV2/MeV, precisely where γ  1.
Eq. (2.22) can also be applied to describe the boundary between the
adiabatic and nonadiabatic regions in the case of the realistic solar prole.
It turns out that the shape of the boundary in this case is similar to that for
the exponential density prole. The corresponding numerical results for Pc
will be presented in Sect. 3, after we consider in detail how one can under-
stand matter eects on the boundary between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
regions (QVO) for the realistic BP2000 prole.
2.4 Matter effects in the QVO region.
In this subsection we investigate which part of the solar prole is primarily
responsible for the deviation of Pc from cos
2  in the QVO regime. Su-
percially, it may appear that for m2=E  10−9 eV2/MeV the neutrino
evolution should be completely nonadiabatic. Indeed, the condition A ’ 
in this case is satised very close to the Sun’s edge (at x = 6:6 105 km for
the BP2000 density prole), where the electron number density falls o very
rapidly. Such a naive analysis is, however, incorrect. Numerical calculations
[12, 13, 14] show that the solar matter eects in this range of m2=E do
cause a signicant deviation of Pc from its extreme nonadiabatic limit. In
fact, for m2=E < 5  10−9 the numerical results can be described well
by Eq. (2.24) with r0 = R=18:4, as shown in [12]. Our task next is to
understand the physics behind this phenomenon.
We start by noticing that in the case of the exponential prole an impor-
tant role is played by the parts of the trajectory where m is close to either
=2 or , because there the quantity m= _m is large (see Fig. 2). Even if
around the point of minimum of jm= _mj the evolution approaches extreme
nonadiabatic, the matter eects around the poles of m= _m cannot be ig-
nored. Moreover, because the function in Eq. (2.15) has a double pole at
m = =2, the region of m around =2 plays a relatively more important role
in causing deviations from the extreme nonadiabatic regime than the region
around .
In going from the innite exponential prole to the realistic solar density
15







































Figure 6: The comparison of the neutrino state evolution in the innite
exponential prole (dashed) and the realistic solar prole according to the
BP2000 solar model (solid), plotted as a function of the mixing angle in
matter m. The bottom gure shows the deviation of the evolution in both
cases from extreme nonadiabatic.
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6, but as a function of the distance from the center
of the Sun x.
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prole one truncates the part of the prole around A(x)   and beyond.
The part around the double pole, however, is not very dierent in the two
cases (see Fig. 2). This part of the density prole still contributes to make
the evolution partially adiabatic.
One way to illustrate this is by showing how j 2(m)j deviates from its
extreme nonadiabatic dependence j 2(m)j = sin m. Fig. 6(A) shows the
probability of nding the neutrino in the heavy mass eigenstate, as a function
of the mixing angle in matter m for m
2=E = 10
−9 eV2/MeV,  = =4.
Results for both the innite exponential prole and the BP2000 prole are
shown. Fig. 6(B) shows the graph of m  arcsin j 2(m)j−m as a function
of m. The main contribution to m comes from the region 1:4 < m < =2,
where the prole is close to the exponential.
Fig. 7 shows the same evolution in the physical x{space. One can see
that most of the contribution to m comes from the part of the prole
between 0:7R and R. It would thus be incorrect to try to estimate m
by computing the slope around the point A = , since for large  the entire
region x > 0:7R is important.
3 Numerical studies of Pc using BP2000 solar
profile
In this Section we present the results of accurate numerical computations of
the jumping probability Pc for the realistic (BP2000) solar density prole.
It is easy to anticipate what these results should be in two limiting regimes.
For suciently large m2=E the condition of Eq. (2.19) is satised well
inside the Sun where the prole is exponential with r0 = R=10:54. Hence,
above some value of m2=E the jumping probability should be adequately
described by Eq. (2.24). On the other hand, as shown in [12], for m2=E <
5  10−9 Eq. (2.24) provides a good t to numerical results, provided one
takes r0 = R=18:4. We next present numerical results for Pc that cover the
entire range between these two regimes.
We numerically solve Eq. (2.10) on a grid of points in the range 10−3 <
tan2  < 10, 10−11 eV2=MeV < m2=E < 210−7 eV2=MeV. The resulting
contours of constant Pc are shown in Fig. 8 by solid curves.
It is easy to interpret the shape of the contours for   1. In this
case the standard resonance description applies and, importantly, the res-
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onance is very narrow. As a result, the jumping probability can be ade-
quately described by the analytical result for a linear density prole, Pc !
exp(−2jdA(x)=dxj−1res sin2 2) (see Eq. (4.28) of Sect. 4). One can indeed
see that the contours in Fig. 8 for small  follow the behavior of the changing
slope of the BP2000 density prole in Fig. 1.
For large  and low  this description, as discussed in Sect. 2.4, is no
longer valid, since the nonadiabatic part of the neutrino trajectory is wide and
part of it is cut o by the sharp density drop near the solar edge. Instead, as
already mentioned, in this region one can use Eq. (2.24) with r0 = R=18:4.
For practical calculations it is convenient to have a simple expression
involving only elementary functions that provides a satisfactory means of
estimating Pc without having to solve the dierential equation each time.
We can construct such a purely empirical t function by taking Eq. (2.24) as
a starting point. Since for both large and small values of m2=E one can
use Eq. (2.24) with the appropriate values of r0, we can modify Eq. (2.24) by
making r0 a function of m

















where a = log10[(m
2=E)=(eV
2=MeV)]. This provides an adequate t for
both m2=E < 5  10−9 eV2/MeV and m2=E > 10−7 eV2/MeV. By
making additional modications to the function it is possible to obtain a






















where b = log10[tan
2 ]. It is important to emphasize that this equation
should only be viewed as a purely empirical t to the numerical results,
intended to facilitate practical computations of the solar neutrino survival
probability.
The contours of constant P fitc computed with Eq. (3.27) are shown by
dashed lines in Fig. 8. The discrepancy between the numerical results and

























Figure 8: Contours of constant level jumping probability Pc. The solid line
represent the result of numerical calculations using the BP2000 solar prole.
The dashed lines illustrate a possible empirical t using only elementary
functions (Eq. (3.26)).
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4 All known solutions can be derived from
the one for the tanh profile.
In general, there are very few proles for which exact analytical solutions are
known. In addition to the exponential density distribution, explicit formulas
in the literature have only been given for three other density proles: a linear
density distribution A(x) = −C0x [22, 23] ,
(Pc)(lin) = exp(−2(C0)−1 sin2 2); (4.28)




exp(4B0)− 1 ; (4.29)
and the hyperbolic tangent distribution [34] A(x) = A0[1− tanh(x=l)]=2 ,
(Pc)(tanh) =
cosh(lA0)− cosh(l(1 −))
cosh(l(1 + ))− cosh(l(1 −)) : (4.30)
In the last equation 1 is the value of m deep inside matter, 1 
limx!1 m =
√
A20 − 2A0 cos 2 + 2.
What do these distributions have in common that makes them exactly
solvable? One important feature that unites them is that the corresponding
dierential equations can all be put in the hypergeometric form [35]. We
next show more directly that Eqs. (2.24), (4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) are all
related to each other and that the rst three can be easily obtained from the
last one.
To make this relationship clear, it is useful to show the analogs of Eq.











Notice that Eq. (4.28) is often written in a form containing a factor of 1/ cos 2θ.
This is done to express C−10 in terms of the logarithmic derivative of the density at the
resonance. In that form, it may superficially appear that Pc has a singularity at θ = pi/4.
Of course, once the derivative is computed, the factors of cos 2θ cancel out. As we have
discussed in this paper, the conventional definition of the resonance has little physical
meaning for large angles, so there is no good reason for introducing the factor of 1/ cos 2θ.
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= − 2B0 sin
2 2
sin 2m sin
2(2m − 2) (4.32)






A0l sin 2 sin 21
sin 2m sin(2m − 2) sin(2m − 21) (4.33)
for the hyperbolic tangent distribution (1 is the value of m deep inside
matter, so that sin 21 =  sin 2=1).
By inspecting Eqs. (2.15), (4.31), (4.32), and (4.33) one can clearly see the
common origin of all four solutions. For the hyperbolic tangent distribution
(m= _m)
(tanh) has three simple poles in m on (0; =2], thus representing the
most general case of all four. The exponential case is obtained when two of
the poles, 1 and =2, merge in one double pole, and the 1=x case is obtained
when the poles  and 1 merge. Finally, if all three poles merge in one triple
pole at 0 (=2), one obtains the linear case. Thus, given the result for the
hyperbolic tangent distribution, it should be possible to recover the answers
for the other three distributions by simply taking appropriate limits.
We rst show how the exponential result can be obtained from the one
for the hyperbolic tangent. By comparing Eqs. (2.24) and (4.30) we see that
we need a large A0 limit of (4.30), since in this case
y 1 ! =2, and also a
substitution l ! 2r0.
(Pc)(tanh) −! exp(lA0)=2− exp(l(1 −))=2
exp(l(1 + ))=2− exp(l(1 −))=2
=
exp(l(A0 − (1 −)))− 1
exp(l(2))− 1
−! exp(l(A0 −A0(1− (=A0) cos 2) + ))− 1
exp(l(2))− 1
=




exp(4r0)− 1 = (Pc)exp (4.34)
yNotice that the product A0 sin 2θ1 in the limit of large A0 approaches a constant
value ∆ sin 2θ.
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Above we used the fact that for large A0 m =
√
A20 − 2A0 cos 2 + 2 !
A0(1−(=A0) cos 2). The physical interpretation of this result is the follow-
ing. For a xed  and A0 !1 the part of the neutrino trajectory where adi-
abaticity is maximally violated occurs at large x, where A0[1+tanh(x=l)]=2 !
A0 exp(−2x=l) = A0 exp(−x=r0). Notice, that A0 dropped out and the
derivation is valid for all  and .
To obtain the expression for Pc for the linear prole from that for the
exponential, in Eq. (2.15) we take the limit r0 ! 1,  ! 0, such that the
product 2r0 sin
2 2 approaches a constant value, 2( ~2=C0) sin
2 2~. In this
limit exp(4r0 cos




exp(4r0)− 1 −! exp(−4r0 sin
2 )
−! exp(−( ~2=C0) sin2 2~) = (Pc)lin: (4.35)
At last, we will show how the result for the 1=x distribution follows from
that for the hyperbolic tangent distribution. The logic is similar to what was
done before: Eq. (4.32) can be obtained from Eq. (4.33) by sending 1 ! m
and relabeling A0l ! 2A0; the result for the 1=x prole should then be read
o from the solution of the dierential equation with the prole (4.33). A
complication arises because in this case one needs to know the solution of the
dierential equation between =2 and 1, while the known result, Eq. (4.30)
describes the solution between 1 and . The range [1; =2] (and also [0; ])
correspond to a dierent matter distribution, A(x) = A0[1 + 1= tanh(x=l)]=2
(see Appendix A).
This diculty can be easily resolved and the result in question can be
obtained from Eq. (4.30) by appropriate substitutions. The key observa-
tion is that in the case of the hyperbolic tangent the dierential equation is
uniquely specied by the relative positions of the three poles of Eq. (4.33)
and the factor in the numerator. By shifting the poles such that  ! 0, we
can reduce the problem of nding the solution on [1; =2] to the solved case
[0; 01] and use Eq. (4.30).
The details of this procedure can be found in Appendix A. After a






























cosh (l)− cosh (l(1 − A0))
cosh (l(1 + A0))− cosh (l(1 − A0)) (4.36)
From the rst form of the expression it is easy to see that the formula satises
the necessary nonadiabatic limit: liml!0 P 0c = cos
2 . From the second form
it is easy to take the limit which reproduces the formula for the 1=x prole.
We can achieve 1 !  by making  large while keeping A0 xed. Once
again, in this limit 1 ! − A cos 2 and so
P 0c −!
exp(l)− exp(l(1 − A0))
exp(l(1 + A0))− exp(l(1 − A0))




exp(2lA0)− 1 : (4.37)
Upon relabeling A0l ! 2B0 we recover Eq. (4.29).
The last result deserves a few comments. It is quite remarkable that the
dependence of the jumping probability on the mass-squared splitting and
energy completely dropped out at the end. The 1=x prole thus represents
a rather unique case when the adiabaticity is entirely determined by the
density prole. This could have been, of course, anticipated already on the
basis of the dimensional analysis. Indeed, the parameter B0 is dimensionless
and thus, together with , completely determines the jumping probability.
It is instructive to see how the cancellation happens for small  and
B0  1. Eq. (4.29) then becomes Pc = exp(−4B02). But we can also
compute this dierently: since for small angles the resonance is narrow, we
can use a linear formula Pc = exp(−2jdA(x)=dxj−1res sin2 2). Since for
A(x) = B0=x we have dA(x)=dx = −A(x)2=B0 and at the point of resonance
A(x) = , the quantity  cancels out of the nal result:
Pc = exp(−242B0=2) = exp(−42B0) (4.38)
The slope at the resonance point changes exactly to compensate for the
change in 2. The solar neutrino ts would be qualitatively dierent, were
the solar density prole close to 1=x instead of the exponential.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed several aspects of neutrino evolution in the
Sun, with an emphasis on physics relevant to large values of the mixing an-
gle, including values greater than =4. We have pointed out how some of
the results originally derived for small mixing angles can be modied to be
applicable to all values of . Such results include the adiabaticity condition
and the role played by the resonance in determining where the nonadiabatic
jumping between the states takes place. We have formulated analytical cri-
teria for the case of the exponential matter distribution and commented on
how these criteria change for the realistic solar prole. Although these re-
sults were motivated by the neutrino evolution in the QVO regime, they are
useful for a general understanding of neutrino oscillations in matter.
We have also studied a specic question: which part of the solar prole
causes matter eects in the QVO regime. It was shown why it would be
incorrect to estimate the matter eects from the slope of the density distri-
bution at a point of maximal nonadiabaticity. It was further explained how
a particular property of the exponential prole, a double pole at m = =2
and a simple pole at m =  is responsible for the fact that, in changing from
the innite exponential to the BP2000 solar prole in the QVO regime, the
eective parameter r0 changes by less than a factor of 2.
We have presented the results of accurate numerical calculations, show-
ing how the jumping probability Pc interpolates between the QVO and the
standard MSW regimes. An empirical prescription on how to estimate Pc
anywhere in this range with only elementary functions was given.
Finally, we have shown that the known analytical solutions for the linear,
exponential, and 1=x density distributions can be easily obtained from the
result for the hyperbolic tangent. It was especially easy to see this using m
as an independent variable. In the process of the proof we also obtained an
answer for a fth distribution, Ne / (coth(x=l) 1).
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A Derivation of the expression for Pc for the
density distribution A(x) / (coth(x=l) 1)
As mentioned in Section 4, one of the four matter distributions for which
exact expressions for Pc have been obtained is the prole A(x) = A0[1 +
tanh(x=l)]=2. The answer is given by Eq. (4.30) and represents the result of
solving the dierential equation (2.11) on the interval [; 1], with m= _m
given by Eq. (4.33). In this Appendix we show how this result can be used to
obtain the solution to the same dierential equation on the interval [1; =2].
Clearly for any x in the distribution A(x) = A0[1+tanh(x=l)]=2 the angle
m is constrained between  and 1. The range of m [1; =2] corresponds
to a dierent density prole, which everywhere satises A(x) > A0. This new
prole be found by simple analytical continuation. In the original prole the






A0 − C : (A.39)
When C > A0 the argument of the logarithm becomes negative. Using the













Substituting this in the equation for A(x) we nd
~A(~x) = A0[1 + tanh(~x=l + i=2)]=2 = A0[1 + 1= tanh(~x=l)]=2: (A.41)
To obtain the expression for Pc for the distribution (A.41), as a rst step






















Next we shift m ! m− in Eq. (4.33) such that the pole at  moves to 0.
This reduces the problem to solving the dierential equation (4.33) between
01  =2 −  and 0  1 − . To complete the change to the primed
variables, in the numerator of Eq. (4.33) we substitute A0 sin 2 sin 21 by
A00 sin 2
0 sin 201, where A
0















































This is the answer that is needed in Sect. 4.
One may be interested in the expression for Pc for a distribution A(x) =
A0[1= tanh(x=l)−1]=2, which has the property that it vanishes in the limit of
large x. This can be found by redening the vacuum values of the neutrino
oscillation parameters to be 1 and 1. Eq. (A.43) can then be rewritten
as
P 0c =
cosh (l)− cosh (l(1 −A0))
cosh (l(1 + A0))− cosh (l(1 − A0)) ; (A.44)
where  =
√
A20 + 2A01 cos 21 + 21.
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